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ABSTRACT
The complexity of protein structures calls for simplified
representations of their topology. The simplest possible
mathematical description of a protein structure is a onedimensional profile representing, for instance, buriedness
or secondary structure. This kind of representation has
been introduced for studying the sequence to structure
relationship, with applications to fold recognition. Here we
define the effective connectivity profile (EC), a network
theoretical profile that self-consistently represents the network structure of the protein contact matrix. The EC profile makes mathematically explicit the relationship between
protein structure and protein sequence, because it allows
predicting the average hydrophobicity profile (HP) and the
distributions of amino acids at each site for families of homologous proteins sharing the same structure. In this
sense, the EC provides an analytic solution to the statistical
inverse folding problem, which consists in finding the statistical properties of the set of sequences compatible with a
given structure. We tested these predictions with simulations of the structurally constrained neutral (SCN) model
of protein evolution with structure conservation, for singleand multi-domain proteins, and for a wide range of mutation processes, the latter producing sequences with very
different hydrophobicity profiles, finding that the EC-based
predictions are accurate even when only one sequence of
the family is known. The EC profile is very significantly
correlated with the HP for sequence-structure pairs in the
PDB as well. The EC profile generalizes the properties of
previously introduced structural profiles to modular proteins such as multidomain chains, and its correlation with
the sequence profile is substantially improved with respect
to the previously defined profiles, particularly for long proteins. Furthermore, the EC profile has a dynamic interpre-

tation, since the EC components are strongly inversely
related with the temperature factors measured in X-ray
experiments, meaning that positions with large EC component are more strongly constrained in their equilibrium dynamics. Last, the EC profile allows to define a natural measure of modularity that correlates with the number of
domains composing the protein, suggesting its application
for domain decomposition. Finally, we show that structurally similar proteins have similar EC profiles, so that the
similarity between aligned EC profiles can be used as a
structure similarity measure, a property that we have
recently applied for protein structure alignment. The code
for computing the EC profile is available upon request
writing to ubastolla@cbm.uam.es, and the structural profiles discussed in this article can be downloaded from the
SLOTH webserver http://www.fkp.tu-darmstadt.de/SLOTH/.
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INTRODUCTION
Protein structures can be described at many levels,
ranging from individual atoms to amino acids, secondary
structure, supersecondary structure, domain, and quaternary assembly. This intriguing complexity encompasses
several orders of magnitude both in length and in time,
and it is probably one of the reasons that make the modeling and the detailed quantitative understanding of protein folding still a difficult problem, despite the huge
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attention that it has attracted both from the point of
view of biophysics and from the point of view of evolutionary biology.
Consequently, big efforts have been dedicated to develop convenient simplified representations of protein
sequences and structures. The simplest possible are probably vectorial representations, or profiles. It has been
realized very early that protein sequences can be represented by various profiles that encode the physical and
chemical characteristics of the amino acids, the most
prominent one being the hydrophobicity.1,2 Secondary
structure propensity, size, and charge have been used as
well. On the other hand, three-dimensional structures
can also be reduced to profiles by describing the structural properties of each amino acid in the native structure,3 first of all secondary structure and solvent accessibility.4 It has been shown that the hydrophobicity profile
of a sequence is correlated with the solvent accessibility
profile of the native structure,5 indicating that such
sequence and structure profiles are interrelated.6,7
We define here the EC profile, a new structural profile
that represents in a self-consistent way the network structure of a protein contact matrix. This structural profile is
deeply related with the hydrophobicity profile (HP)
derived from protein sequence, thereby representing in a
very explicit way the relationship between protein
sequence and protein structure. The EC allows to predict
the average HP and, through it, the site-specific amino
acid distributions for protein families folding into the
same native structure. Such predictions exploit a maximum likelihood framework that makes them accurate
even if only one sequence of the family is known. We
show here that the EC-based predictions agree very well
with simulations of protein evolution with stability constraints.
The EC profile is closely related with two previously
defined structural profiles, the principal eigenvector of
the contact matrix (PE)8 and the revised PE.9 The new
profile improves the correlation between sequence and
structure with respect to the previous defined profiles.
Besides its applications to the study of the sequence to
structure relationship, the EC is also useful for structural
analysis of proteins. First, its components are strongly
inversely related with the temperature factors obtained in
X-ray experiments, meaning that sites with large EC are
more constrained in their equilibrium dynamics. Second,
the EC profile allows to define in a natural way a measure of the modularity of a protein structure that correlates with the number of domains composing the structure. We are currently investigating a domain parsing
method based on this idea (Teichert, Bastolla, Porto, in
preparation). Finally, we show that the EC profiles of
structurally similar proteins are conserved, as assessed
through their normalized correlation coefficient. This
suggests that the EC can be used for developing a vectorial alignment algorithm that allows to accurately align

protein structures. We have developed such an algorithm,
with good results.10
DEFINITION OF THE EFFECTIVE
CONNECTIVITY PROFILE
To predict the statistical properties of protein sequences folding into a given structure, and to represent protein structures in a condensed way, we have recently
introduced a family of structural profiles, the generalized
effective connectivity of the contact matrix (GEC).8,11
Interestingly, the GEC family associated to a protein
structure contains as a member the hydrophobicity profile (HP) of the optimally stable sequence for that structure, computed in the framework of a model of contact
interactions. This establishes a strong and explicit
sequence to structure relationship. For completeness, we
review here this previous work, starting from the definition of the optimal HP.
Optimal hydrophobicity profile

One of the simplest models of folding thermodynamics
consists of contact interactions. In this model, protein
structures are represented as a contact matrix Cij, whose
elements are one if two residues are in contact in the 3D
structure (see Methods) and zero otherwise.
The effective contact free energy of a protein with
sequence A, folding into a P
structure with contact matrix
C, is given by E(C, A) 5 i<j Cij U(Ai,Aj). To get analytic insight, we consider the hydrophobic approximation
in which the contact interaction matrix U(a,b), expressing the effective free energy of a contact between amino
acids a and b, is approximated through the main component of its spectral decomposition, U(a,b)  eH h(a)h(b),
with eH < 0. The twenty parameters h(a) are proportional to the principal eigenvector of the matrix U(a,b),
and they are related to hydrophobicity.12,13 They define
a hydropathy scale that we call interactivity.8 The vector
hi : h(Ai) is called the hydrophobicity profile (HP) of
sequence A.
The optimally stable sequence of this simple hydrophobic model can be defined as the sequence with the
lowest hydrophobic energy, which enforces high stability
against unfolding. However, we have also to impose stability against alternative misfolded structures. This can be
achieved by constraining the mean and mean square
hydrophobicity, hhi and hh2i (see Methods). Angular
brackets
denote here average over protein sites, hhi 5
P
ihi/L.
To compute the optimal HP, we make a further
approximation and neglect that the h(Ai) can take only
twenty discrete values. Therefore, the optimal HP is
defined as the real-valued vector
P hi that minimizesPthe
quadratic
form
E(C,
A)

e
H
i<j Cijhihj for fixed
i hi
P
and ihi2.
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We have adopted here two approximations: (1) Reducing the matricial contact interactions U(a,b) to a quadratic form depending only on 20 parameters h(a); (2)
Minimizing this quadratic form as a function of continuous hydrophobicity values hi instead of the 20 possible
values of h(Ai). These approximations are tested in this
article by comparing the predictions based on them with
the simulations of the full contact interaction model. The
results presented in this article and our previous ones
show that these approximations are rather accurate.
Generalized effective connectivity

We want to define a connectivity profile that depends
on the global graph structure of the protein, not just on
the local neighbors of each residue. This generalized
effective connectivity (GEC) profile ci can be defined selfconsistently requiring that sites with large ci components
are in contact with as many as possible sites with large cj.
This condition implies
that ci should maximize the quadP
ratic form Q 5 ijCijcicj.
Moreover, we have to constrain the value of the mean
hci and mean square hc2i EC component. Fixing the
mean is equivalent to choosing the normalization of the
GEC components, which is arbitrary. Therefore, we can
choose hci 5 1, which is convenient because in this way
the scale of the GEC components do not depend on the
protein size.
If we interpret pi 5 cP
i/L as the probabilistic weight of
site i, the quantity 2 ip2i is the exponential of the
Rényi entropy of order q 5 2 of the
pi (see
P distribution
2
Methods). Therefore, constraining
ici is equivalent to
constraining the Rényi entropy. The need to do so
becomes clearer if we consider a multidomain
protein.
P
In the absence of any condition on ic2i , the solution to
the above maximization problem is a vector ci proportional to the principal eigenvector (PE) of the contact
matrix Cij. We now assume for simplicity that there are
no interactions between different domains. In this case,
the principal eigenvector vanishes outside the main domain, and therefore the GEC would vanish as well,
thereby reducing the entropy of the distribution pi, and
it would not give any information about P
the remaining
2
domains. In contrast, if we impose that
ipi must be
large also for multidomain proteins, we force the GEC to
be a combination of several eigenvectors equally well
describing all domains. The main issue of this article is
how to properly set this constraint.
In formulas, the members of the GEC family of profiles ci are described through the equations
fci g : Q 

X

Cij ci cj is maximal;

ð1Þ

ij

 
1X
c 
ci ¼ 1 ;
N i
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ð2Þ

 2
1X 2
c ¼B:
c 
N i i

ð3Þ

Since the GEC only depends on the value of the parameter B > 1, it is a one parameter family of structural profiles.
The above equations are identical to those defining the
optimal HP. Therefore, the normalized optimal HP hopt
i /
hhi belongs to the GEC family, with parameter BHP 5
hh2i/hhi2, where hhi and hh2i are the mean and mean
square hydrophobicity, respectively. These quantities
depend on the protein sequence, and in particular they
may depend on the mutation process through which the
protein evolved. The relationship between the GEC and
the optimal HP determines a strong mathematical relationship between protein structure and protein sequence.
We have shown in previous articles, and we will give further evidence here, that this relationship allows the quantitative prediction of the average properties of protein
sequences at structurally equivalent sites.
Computation of the effective connectivity

The GEC profile can be computed by introducing two
Lagrange multipliers: L, which imposes the condition
hc2i 5 B, and f, which imposes the condition hci 5 1. It
holds
X

Cij cj  Kci  / ¼ 0:

ð4Þ

j

The solution of the above equations is
P
ci ðKÞ ¼ P

j ðC

 KI Þ1
ij

kj ðC

 KI Þ1
kj

;

ð5Þ

where I is the identity matrix, M21 represents the inverse
of matrix M, and the Lagrange multiplier L has to be
determined imposing the constraint Eq. (3).
An equivalent and more explicit representation of the
GEC profile can be obtained through the spectral analysis
of the contact matrix Cij. This is a symmetric matrix,
and therefore it possesses a complete system of L real
orthonormal eigenvectors v(a)
associated to the real
i
eigenvalues ka. Here i labels the site and a labels the
eigenvector in decreasing order of ka, with a 5 1 denoting thePprincipal eigenvector (PE). We denote by
hv(a)i: iv(a)
i /L the mean component of the eigenvector
corresponding to the eigenvalue
ka. They satisfy the norP
(a) 2
malization condition
i 5 1. We choose the
aLhv
direction of the eigenvector in such a way that the mean
component hv(a)i is positive. Since all Cij are positive, the
PE has only positive components vi(1)  0 and its mean
value hv(1)i is maximum among all eigenvectors.

Effective Connectivity Profile

With this notation, the GEC profile can be explicitly
expressed as

ci ðKÞ ¼

X
a

ðaÞ

v
wa ðKÞ  iðaÞ 
v

!
;

ð6Þ

with the coefficients wa(L) given by

wa ðKÞ ¼

Lhv ðaÞ i2
Kka
P Lhv ðgÞ i2
Kkg
g

:

ð7Þ

P
The EC of sites i that do not make any contact, jCij 5
0, is determined only by the normalization condition,
ci 5 2f/L. We decided to set these EC components to
zero.
It is interesting to note that, if we interpret S[p] 5
P
2 ipi2 as a measure of entropy of the distribution pi 5
ci/L (in fact, exp(2S[p])
P is the Rényi entropy, as mentioned above), and 2 ijCijpipj as a kind of internal
energy (negative flux) of the network Cij, averaged over
the distribution pi, then
P the EC minimizes the network
free energy F[p] 5 2 ijCijpipj 2 LS[p], and we have to
interpret the Lagrange multiplier L as a network temperature.
Choosing the variance of the EC

The GEC is a one parameter family of structural profiles depending on the parameter B > 1 measuring the
ratio between the mean square and the square of the
mean components, Eq. (3). We present in this article an
ansatz to choose the parameter B depending only on the
protein structure. We show that this ansatz yields almost
optimal structure to sequence correlation, with respect to
other choices of the parameter B, between the EC and
the HPs realized in protein evolution, for a wide range of
amino acid compositions, yielding different values of the
mean and mean square hydrophobicity.
Since exposed residues are characterized by fewer contacts and lower connectivity than buried residues, we
expect that the parameter B should depend on the surface to volume ratio of the native structure. The contact
matrix naturally defines a local connectivityPprofile, the
number of contacts of each residue conti 5 jCij, which
is also dependent on the surface to volume ratio. We
assume here that a suitable value of B should be the
same for the optimal GEC profile as for this local connectivity profile. In formulas, we set B as


Bcont


cont2i
¼
2 :
conti

We will call the GEC profile corresponding to this choice
of B effective connectivity (EC) profile. In the present
work, we investigate the properties of the EC.

ð8Þ

Previous definitions

In previous work, we studied the structural profile corresponding to the principal eigenvector of the contact
matrix, ci 5 vi(1)/hv(1)i.8 This is a profile of the GEC
family corresponding to the special choice of parameter
BPE 5 h(v(1))2i/hv(1)i2, which P
yields L P
5 k1. The PE
maximizes the normalized flux ijCijcicj/ ici2.
For short single-domain proteins without internal
modularity, all eigenvectors of the contact matrix other
than the principal eigenvector have very small weights wa
5 Lhvai2, and the EC defined in this article is very similar to the PE. This justifies the adoption of the PE as a
structural profile for small single-domain proteins in our
previous work.8,11
For proteins with modular structure, either multidomain proteins or large single-domain proteins with internal modularity, the PE is almost zero outside the main
module, and it is not sufficient to describe the entire
protein structure. Therefore, in order to generalize the
properties of the PE to multidomain proteins, two of us
introduced the so-called revised PE (revPE),9 which
approximately coincides with the PE for small single-domain proteins. For computing the revPE, the contact matrix is modified by setting Cij0 5 e(L)  1 for residues i
and j that are not in contact (see Methods). In such a
way, even modules that are not interacting become connected through these pseudo-contacts. The principal
eigenvector of the modified contact matrix Cij0 is then
computed and its components are subject to a nonlinear
transformation to restore their original distribution.
It is easy to see that the principal eigenvector of the
modified contact matrix Cij0 is a member
of the GEC
P
family, since it satisfies the equation jCijcj 2 Lci 2 f
5 0, with f 5 Lehci(1-e) and L equal to the principal
eigenvalue of the modified contact matrix. This equation
is equivalent to Eq. (4) defining the GEC family. If the
parameter B 5 hc2i/hci2 is the same as for the EC, this
eigenvector and the EC are exactly parallel, and the EC
and the revised PE are related through a nonlinear transformation (see Methods).
We verified that the revPE and the EC defined in this
article are very strongly correlated, on the average r 5
0.966 for a representative set of protein structures, as
described in the Methods section. The revised PE appears
to be a sigmoidal function of the EC, see Figure 1, probably due to the nonlinear transformation through which
the revised PE components are obtained.
Despite this very strong correlation, we think that the
EC defined in this article should be preferred, since the
definition of the revised PE was more ad-hoc. We will
show here that the EC profile is very strongly correlated
PROTEINS
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Figure 1
Revised PE components versus EC components for the proteins
with PDB code 1opd (L 5 85), 1a6g (myoglobin, L 5 151) and 8atc,
chain A (L 5 310). The linear correlation coefficients are r 5 0.965,
r 5 0.951, and r 5 0.984, respectively. The sigmoidal shape
and the strong correlation are typical for all proteins we studied.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.interscience.wiley.com.]

with the average HP of families of evolutionarily related
proteins sharing the same fold, obtained through simulations of the SCN model, even in the case of multidomain
proteins and for a wide range of mutation processes, the
latter generating a wide diversity of amino acid composition. Among the profiles of the GEC family, the EC is
close to optimal from this point of view, and it appears
to be slightly but significantly superior to the revPE.

COMPARISON WITH
SIMULATIONS
Correlation between the EC and the
evolutionary averaged HP

We have seen in the previous section that the optimally stable HP belongs to the GEC family. The particular GEC profile that coincides with the optimally stable
HP depends on the mean and mean square hydrophobicity, which in turn depend on the mutation process
through which the protein sequence evolved.11,14,15
This is important because the AT content of native DNA
varies considerably between different organisms and environments, and it influences folding properties of the
coded proteins14,15 by favoring more hydrophobic protein sequences at the amino acid level through a bias to
Adenine and Thymine at the nucleotide level.11 However,
for a wide range of possible mutation processes, hence,
for a wide range of hydrophobicity, we postulate that the
optimal HP will be close to the EC defined in this article,
which depends only on the protein structure and which
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is assumed to be conserved in evolution, as we will verify
below.
Because the folded state must be thermodynamically
stable, we expect that the HP of a protein sequence A
has a positive overlap with the optimal HP of its native
structure, which in turn is closely related with the EC
and is almost fixed during evolution. These assumptions
imply that sequences of proteins sharing the same fold,
although they may have only very slight sequence similarity,16 must have a HP that is positively correlated with
the EC of the structure, which constitutes their hydrophobic fingerprint.8
Therefore, we decompose the HP into one vector parallel to the EC and one perpendicular to it. Selection for
folding stability acts to maintain the first vector large,
producing a non-zero average of the parallel vectors over
an evolutionary trajectory. A simple ansatz on the average of the perpendicular vectors (see Methods) predicts
that the evolutionary average of the HP, indicated here
with the symbol [h(Ai)], is perfectly correlated with the
EC, i.e.,



 
½hðAi Þ ¼ ½hðAi Þ þ H ci  c :

ð9Þ

Here H is the ratio between the standard deviation of the
average HP components and the standard deviation of
the EC components. In previous work, this parameter
was obtained from simulated data. However, to do so, it
is necessary to estimate the quantity h[h(Ai)]2i. Such an
estimate is biased if the sampling of the evolutionary trajectory is not sufficiently large. This is not the case for
the other parameter h[h(Ai)]i, for which we can obtain
an unbiased estimate even from just one sequence. We
will use in the next section a maximum likelihood
approach to estimate the parameter H that avoids the
problem of the bias for reduced samples. In this section,
we test the prediction that the correlation coefficient
between EC and average HP is one, which does not
depend on the value of the parameter H.
To test this prediction, we simulated sequence evolution with stability constraints using the SCN
model11,17,18 for eight proteins, including single and
multi-domain structures of different length. Notice that
in these simulations we used the full contact interaction
matrix U(a,b), without adopting the approximations that
allowed us to analytically predict the optimal HP.
To make sure that the overlap between HP and EC is
practically independent of the amino acid composition,
we performed the simulations for all structures with a
mutation bias at the DNA level producing sequences
with an AT content (content of Adenine and Thymine)
varying from 5% to 95%. In this way, the AT content
influences the value of the mean and mean squared
hydrophobicity, and consequently the parameter BHP 5
hh2i/hhi2 that enters the definition of the optimal HP

Effective Connectivity Profile

cantly worse than with the EC for multidomain or single-domain proteins with internal modularity, for which
the EC and the PE differ substantially.
Site-specific amino acid distributions

Using the results presented above, we can predict the
evolutionary average hydrophobicity [h(Ai)] at each site i
from the EC component ci and the hydrophobicity parameters H and h[hi]i. Furthermore, assuming maximum
entropy, we can predict the site-specific amino acid distributions p(a|ci) only from the knowledge of the average
hydrophobicity, as shown in11,19,20
pðajci Þ ¼
Figure 2
Correlation coefficient between the evolutionary averaged HP obtained
through SCN simulations and structural profiles versus the AT mutation
bias, for three representative proteins: a two-domain protein (1pda), a
single-domain protein with internal modularity (1a6g, myoglobin), and
a single-domain protein without internal modularity (1opd). Open
symbols represent correlation with the PE profile, full symbols represent
correlation with the EC profile. One can see that, except for the small
single-domain protein, the correlation is significantly better for the EC
than for the PE.

profile, so that different optimal HPs are generated for
each value of the mutation parameters.
We measured the correlation between the average HP
profile and the EC for a wide range of AT bias. This correlation is reported in Figure 2 for three representative
proteins, a two-domain protein (1pda), a single-domain
protein with internal modularity (1a6g, myoglobin) and
a small single-domain protein without internal modularity (1opd). One can see that, in the whole range of mutation bias and for all three proteins (in fact, for all of the
proteins that we simulated) the correlation coefficient is
always larger than 0.87 and it depends only weakly on
the AT bias, reaching the maximum values in the absence
of bias (AT ^ 0.5).
We plot in the same figure the correlation coefficient
between the evolutionary averaged HP and the principal
eigenvector of the contact matrix (PE). For singledomain proteins such as 1opd, the PE and the EC almost
coincide, and the average HP correlates almost equally
well with the EC and with the PE (the correlation is typically slightly stronger with the PE). However, for singledomain proteins with internal modularity the EC and
the PE are significantly different, and the HP correlates
much better with the EC than with the PE. This difference increases for multidomain proteins.
We conclude from these results that the average HP
correlates very well with the EC, even for extreme mutation bias that encompass a wide range of amino acid
compositions. The correlation with the PE is very good
for proteins without internal modularity, but it is signifi-

f ðaÞ expðbðci ÞhðaÞÞ
;
Zðci Þ

ð10Þ

where the selection coefficient b(ci) has to be determined
in such a way that the average hydrophobicity of the distribution Eq. (10) coincides with the predicted average
HP, Eq. (9),
½hi pred 

X hðaÞf ðaÞ expðbðci ÞhðaÞÞ
a

Zðci Þ

 

 
¼ ½hi  þ H ci  c :

ð11Þ

Here, f(a) represents the expected frequency of amino
acid a under mutation alone, which can be exactly computed (with the present mutation model, f(a) only
depends on the stationary frequencies of the four nucleotides and on the genetic code), h(a) is the hydrophobicity
of amino acid a analyticallyPderived from the contact
interaction energy, and Z 5 af(a)exp(2b(ci)h(a)) is a
normalization factor.
To determine b(ci) from Eq. (11), we still have to
determine the hydrophobicity parameter H. In our previous work,8,11 we obtained H from simulated hydrophobicity profiles as H2 5 (h[h]2i 2 h[h]i2)/(hc2i 2 hci2).
However, if only a limited number of sequences is
known, the estimate of h[h]2i will be biased, since it
involves the square of the evolutionary average HP at
each position.
We propose here a different strategy, based on maximum likelihood. Using a multinomial model for the conditional probability of the observed amino acid distributions, ni(a), given the predicted ones, p(a|ci) (see Methods), we can analytically compute the derivative of the
sum of log-likelihoods as


 
½
h


½
h

ci  c
X
i
i


obs
pred
@
i Li
 

¼ ½hobs
Ni
;
@H
 ½ hi  2
h2
i
P



i pred

pred

ð12Þ
P
where Ni 5 a ni(a) is the number of aligned residues
at position i, [hi]obs is the observed site-specific mean
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Figure 3
Log-likelihood per site and sequence of the observed given the predicted site-specific amino acid distributions. The predicted distributions are
calculated using the optimal hydrophobicity parameter H in Eq. (9), with the structural profile ci equal to the PE profile (open symbols), the EC
profile (full black symbols) or the GEC Eq. (6) with L chosen to maximize the likelihood (full gray symbols with dotted line). (A) Multidomain
proteins. (B) Single-domain proteins with internal modularity. (C) Small single-domain proteins lacking internal modularity. Except for the last
case, the optimal L yields likelihood values almost indistinguishable from the EC.

hydrophobicity (see Methods), which we can estimate
without bias even for just one protein sequence, [hi]pred
is
of H given by Eq. (9), and [hi2]pred 5
Pa linear function
2
ap(a|ci) [h(a)] depends on H through the coefficients
b(ci). We can then obtain the hydrophobicity parameter
H by maximizing the sum of the log-likelihood numerically through gradient methods.
We show in Figure 3 the maximum likelihood per site
and per sequence calculated by estimating [hi]pred
through three structural vectors belonging to the GEC
family, described by Eq. (6): (a) The PE (empty symbols); (b) The EC (black symbols); (c) The GEC profile
corresponding to the optimal L yielding maximum likelihood at each value of the mutation bias (gray symbols).
We distinguish three kinds of protein structures,
1. Multidomain proteins (1fnb and 1pda).
2. Small single-domain proteins without internal modularity (3lzt and 1opd).
3. Single-domain proteins with internal modularity
(1a6g and 1aqt).
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For all of these proteins, and all of the proteins that
we simulated, the predictions based on the EC get very
close to those obtained by optimizing L independently
for each value of the AT bias. These results support the
choice of the parameter B through Eq. (8), since in this
way the site-specific amino acid distributions predicted
through the structural profile are very close to optimal
within the GEC family, and the correlation coefficient
between observed and predicted average hydrophobicity
is very close to one. Notice also that extreme mutation
bias (AT smaller than 0.1 or larger than 0.8) are much
worse fit both through the EC and through the GEC profile with optimum L, as seen from their low likelihood
values, showing that for the corresponding extreme
hydrophobicity values our analytic model becomes inaccurate. However, such extreme nucleotide bias are usually
not encountered in nature.
In contrast, the predictions based on the PE profile are
almost as good as those based on the EC for small single
domain proteins without internal modularity, for which
the EC and the PE almost coincide, see Figure 3(B), but

Effective Connectivity Profile

Figure 4
The value of hcont2i/hconti2 used to determine the parameter K through constraint hcont2i/hconti2 5 hEC2i/hECi2 (A) and the corresponding
parameter K (B) versus chain length L for 7465 nonredundant protein structures. It can be seen that both quantities scale with L as the surface to
volume ratio, L21/3.

they become much worse, as witnessed by their much
lower likelihood, for multidomain proteins, Figure 3(A),
and also for single-domain proteins with internal modularity, Figure 3(C). This comparison shows that using the
EC instead of the PE yields a considerable improvement
in the quality of the predictions.
ANALYSIS OF PDB
STRUCTURES
Statistical analyses of EC properties

We computed the EC profile for a nonredundant set
of protein structures having less than 50% sequence identity with each other.21 From this set, we eliminated nonglobular structures and structures determined by NMR
spectroscopy (see Methods).
First, we examine the quantity Bcont, Eq. (8), which
represents the ratio between mean of the square and
squared mean of the local connectivity profile. As
expected, this variable scales as the surface to volume ratio L21/3 (correlation coefficient r 5 0.41), with large
corrections to scaling for small proteins with large surface to volume ratio (see Fig. 4(A)).
We expect that the principal eigenvalue of the contact
matrix, k1, is related to the number of contacts per residues. In fact, it can be shown that k1 > Ncont/L and that
they are equal if each residue has exactly the same number of contacts. Similarly, the Lagrange multiplier L,
determined by imposing the condition Eq. (8), is
expected to be related to the number of contacts per residue Ncont/L, which scales as the surface to volume ratio,
L21/3. Figure 4(B) confirms this expectation.
Next, we examine the correlation between the structural EC profile introduced in this article and the HP
profile representing the protein sequence. For compari-

son, we also measured the correlation between the HP
and the PE profile. They are shown in Figure 5. One can
see that the two correlations are very similar for short
proteins, for which the EC and the PE almost coincide,
but for large proteins the correlations are significantly
stronger for the EC profile. The mean correlation coefficient is r(HP, PE) 5 0.352 for the PE, and r(HP, EC) 5
0.434 for the EC.
The correlation coefficient between the EC and the HP
decreases very significantly with chain length (r 5 20.23,
student t 5 219, corresponding to vanishingly small
probability). This behavior is expected on the ground

Figure 5
Correlation coefficient between the hydrophobicity profile HP and the
EC and PE profiles for 7465 protein structures versus chain length. The
correlation coefficients are almost equal for small proteins, for which
PE and EC almost coincide. However, the correlation between EC and
HP does not depend on chain length, whereas the correlation between
PE and HP decreases with chain length for long proteins, where PE and
EC are different.
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We find significant correlations between the experimental temperature profiles and the structural profiles.
The correlation is r(bfactor, PE) 5 0.429 with the PE profile and r(bfactor, EC) 5 0.479 with the EC profile, see
Figure 7. The correlations are slightly but significantly
better for the EC profile than for the PE profile.
Modularity

Figure 6
Difference between the correlation coefficient of the HP and the EC and
that of the HP and the revised PE versus chain length. The difference is
on the average positive for short proteins and always negative for long
proteins, meaning that the HP is on the average more correlated with
the EC for short proteins and it is more correlated with the revised PE
for long proteins. Globally, the HP is better correlated with the EC.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.interscience.wiley.com.]

that long proteins have more contacts per residue and
they are easier to stabilize, so that native interactions are
less optimized in long proteins.22
We also measured the correlation coefficients between
the HP profiles and the revised PE previously defined.
The mean correlation is r 5 0.424 for the revised PE and
r 5 0.434 for the EC, a small but significant difference.
Notice that both profiles perform much better than the
PE. When looking in more detail at the correlation coefficient versus chain length, we can see that the EC performs significantly better than the revised PE for short
proteins, whereas the opposite holds for long proteins,
see Figure 6.
Last, we examined the correlation between the temperature factors measured in X-ray experiments and the two
structural profiles EC and PE. We expect to find a negative correlation, since sites with large EC are structurally
more constrained and they are expected to undergo
smaller fluctuations in the native state. A more formal
argument can be based on the relationship between the
EC and the normal modes of the protein. The vibrational
dynamics in the folded state can be described through
the normal modes of the Hessian matrix of the protein
in the native state. In the framework of elastic network
models,23 the Hessian matrix can be estimated through
the Laplacian matrix associatedP
to the contact matrix of
the native structure, Lij 5 dij
k Cik 2 Cij. The main
eigenvectors of this Laplacian matrix correspond to the
lowest frequency normal modes. This formal analogy also
leads to expect that the lowest frequency normal modes
are inversely related with the EC.
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The spectral properties of the contact matrix reflect its
modular organization. This modularity can be made
rather explicit using the expression of the EC as a sum of
eigenvectors of the contact matrix, with coefficients given
in Eq. (7).
In particular, for a compact and homogeneous structure in which almost all buried sites have the same number of contacts, the PE can be shown to be almost constant at buried sites. The coefficient of the PE in the
expression of the EC, Eq. (7), is proportional to Lhv(1)i2,
which is almost one for a homogeneous contact matrix
(minus a correction proportional to the surface to volume ratio). Therefore, the contribution of all other
eigenvectors to the EC vanish, and for such a homogeneous compact structure the PE and the EC are expected to
be very similar. This is indeed observed for short, singledomain proteins.
In contrast, if a protein structure consists of distinct
modules such that there are many intramodular contacts
but the modules are only sparesly connected, which is particularly true for multidomain proteins, the PE is almost
zero outside the main domain, and the contribution of
other eigenvectors to the EC is not negligible, so that the
EC and the PE differ substantially. It is therefore natural

Figure 7
Histogram of the correlation coefficients between the inverse of the
temperature profile measured in X-ray experiments and the EC and PE
profiles for 7465 protein structures. The correlations are significant for
most proteins, and the average quality is similar for the two structural
profiles, with the EC profile yielding on the average a slightly better
correlation.

Effective Connectivity Profile

Figure 8
Modularity, defined as the contribution to the EC of eigenvectors other
than the PE, Eq. (13), versus chain length.

to define the modularity of a contact matrix as the contribution to the EC of eigenvectors other than the PE,
P ð1Þ
i vi ECi
modularity ¼ 1  qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ 1  w1 ðKÞ ;
P
2
ðEC
Þ
i
i

ð13Þ

where we have used Eq. (6). If modularity is small, the PE
and the EC almost coincide. Modularity is represented in
Figure 8 versus chain length. There is a strong correlation
between these two variables, Corr(L, modularity) 5 0.63.
We expect that modularity as defined above reflects
the internal structure of the protein, in particular its domain composition. To test this relationship, we have

decomposed proteins into domains using the algorithm
Protein Domain Parser (PDP).24 As expected, there is
positive correlation between the number of domains and
modularity, r(Ndomains, modularity) 5 0.623, see Figure 9.
Nevertheless, chain length correlates with the number of
domains stronger than modularity, r(Ndomains, L) 5
0.686, see Figure 9(B), and it also correlates very strongly
with modularity. To test how much of the correlation
between modularity and number of domains is due to
the effect of chain length, we measured the partial correlation between modularity and the number of domains
at fixed length, finding r(Ndomains, modularityL) 5 0.341,
which is highly significant for our large data set. This suggests that our definition of modularity captures the modular structure of multidomain proteins.
From Eq. (7) one sees that the weights wa(L) become
more homogeneous as L increases, whereas when L is
close to k1 most of the weight is concentrated at the
principal eigenvector a 5 1. Therefore, for a given structure, modularity 1 2 w1(L) increases with the Lagrange
multiplier L. For our representative set of structures, we
observe that modularity and L are positively correlated.
Nevertheless, this correlation is essentially due to chain
length, which is correlated both with modularity (see
Fig. 8) and with L (see Fig. 4(B)). The partial correlation
between modularity and L at constant length is not significant, r 5 0.026.
This lack of correlation between modularity and L at
constant length supports our choice of the parameter L
through Eq. (8). In fact, if L is chosen randomly, we
would expect to find a trivial correlation between L and
modularity, due to the fact that modularity increases
with L for a given contact matrix. However, the observed
correlation is entirely due to the effect of chain length,
meaning that this trivial effect is removed through our
choice of L.

Figure 9
Modularity (A) and chain length (B) versus the number of domains according to the algorithm PDP.
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similarity. For most but not all of the pairs of related
proteins the similarity scores are significant with respect
to pairs of unrelated proteins, which means that the features on which they are based (spatially superimposed
residues, residues in contacts, and EC) are conserved in
evolution. The three similarity scores are strongly correlated with each other, with correlation coefficients r 5
0.85 (Mammoth score and contact score), r 5 0.74
(Mammoth score and EC score) and r 5 0.69 (contact
score and EC score). It is somewhat surprising that, despite being derived from the contact matrix, the EC score
is more strongly correlated with the Mammoth score
than with the contact score.

Figure 10
Similarity scores between 56,450 pairs of evolutionary related proteins
in the same SCOP superfamily, with less than 40% sequence identity.
Mammoth similarity score and overlap similarity score are represented
versus the EC similarity score.

Evolutionary conservation of the EC profile

Because the EC of a protein structure defines the
hydrophobic fingerprint of the corresponding sequence
family, the similarity between two EC profiles can be
used to assess the similarity between the two protein
structures. To test this idea, we defined an EC similarity
score and compared it with two other similarity scores,
the contact overlap and the Mammoth score.
These similarity scores are meaningful as a measure of
structural similarity only after optimal superimposition of
the two structures, i.e., a structural alignment. The properties of the EC directly suggest to align two EC profiles
maximizing their EC similarity scores as a way to align
two protein structures. If the similarity score is local, the
optimal alignment can be calculated very efficiently, for
instance through dynamic programming. We have
recently developed such an algorithm.10 In the present article, however, we have used the structural alignment
algorithm Mammoth25 and we have calculated similarity
scores based on the alignment given by Mammoth.
The Mammoth similarity score, based on the percentage of structurally superimposed residues, the contact
overlap similarity score, and the EC similarity score are
defined in the Methods section. They are normalized by
chain length in such a way that the similarity score of
unrelated proteins depends as little as possible on their
length.
We plot in Figure 10 the Mammoth and the overlap
similarity scores versus the EC similarity score for 56450
pairs of evolutionarily related proteins belonging to the
same superfamily according to the SCOP classification of
proteins26 and having less than 40% pairwise sequence
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DISCUSSION AND
CONCLUSIONS
The relationship between protein structures and
sequences is key to understanding protein evolution, and
for the important goals of predicting protein structure
and function from sequence. Here, we define a structural
profile based on network theory that allows to analytically address the statistical inverse folding problem: predicting the statistical properties of protein sequences
sharing a given native structure.
In a previous article, we and others had defined a oneparameter family of structural profiles for proteins, the
generalized effective connectivity of the contact matrix
(GEC).11 The GEC establishes a strong mathematical
relationship between protein sequence and protein structure, based on the evolutionary conservation of folding
stability. In fact, in the framework of models of folding
stability based on contact interactions, the optimally stable hydrophobicity profile (optimal HP) and the evolutionary average HP associated to a given protein structure belong to the GEC family of this structure. However,
the average HP depends on the protein sequence through
the mean and mean square hydrophobicity, which in turn
may depend on the mutation process through which the
protein evolved.11,14,15 In this article, we propose a
simple and structurally motivated definition of a particular profile of the GEC family that (a) depends only on
the protein structure, and (b) correlates very strongly
with the evolutionary HP for a wide range of mean
hydrophobicities, corresponding to different amino acid
compositions and mutation frequencies. We call this
structural profile the effective connectivity profile (EC).
Compared with the entire GEC family, the EC has
almost optimal correlation with the evolutionary average
HP generated through simulated protein evolution with
stability constraints for a wide range of mutation processes. We have studied previously two other structural
profiles for proteins. We show here that they are also
members of the GEC family. The first one is the principal
eigenvector of the contact matrix (PE), which is very

Effective Connectivity Profile

similar to the EC for small single-domain proteins without internal modularity. However, if the contact matrix
has a modular structure, such as for multidomain proteins, the PE is not a good description of the entire protein. Accordingly, we find in such cases that the structure
to sequence relationship is much better expressed
through the EC than through the PE. The revised PE was
later introduced in order to generalize the properties of
the PE to multidomain proteins.9 This profile depends
on two parameters that were empirically determined so
that PE and revised PE approximately coincide for small
proteins. The EC defined here is very strongly correlated,
through a sigmoidal relationship, to the revised PE, but
it has a more intrinsic and less ad-hoc definition, and it
correlates more strongly with observed HPs.
The structural profile defined here has several applications in bioinformatics, involving the sequence to structure relationship and the analysis of protein structures.
The first application consists in predicting sequence
profiles based on structure, with potential applications
for the task of fold recognition. In fact, the EC allows to
predict the evolutionary average HP and, through it, the
site-specific amino acid distributions for a protein family
of known structure. We have proposed here a new
method to this purpose, which is accurate even when
only one protein sequence is known. The method was
tested against sequence families generated through simulations of the SCN model of protein evolution with stability constraints, yielding very good results. Therefore,
the EC is very promising for predicting sequence profiles
from protein structures.
Preliminary results show that the likelihood of
observed given predicted distributions is high also for
real protein families, suggesting a possible application to
fold recognition. In such case, the background amino
acid distributions in the absence of selection, f(a), should
be obtained through the statistics of the PDB instead of
being computed from the simulated mutation process as
we do in our simulations.
We have also found a strong correlation between the
HP and the EC in a large representative set of proteins in
the PDB. This correlation between the structural profiles
and the sequence profile decreases for long proteins, as it
is expected from the finding that native interactions are
less optimized in long proteins.22
Furthermore, the EC also allows to represent a meanfield model of protein sequence evolution.11 In such a
model, the protein is subject to global constraints on
folding stability, but each protein site evolves independently, thereby making it possible to use such a model in
the framework of maximum likelihood studies of molecular evolution. Such studies very rarely take into account
structural constraints, due to the computational difficulty
to deal with correlated evolution.
The second field of applications in bioinformatics concerns the equilibrium dynamics of proteins. Residues

with large EC component are expected to be more constrained in the native state, and therefore they are
expected to have smaller dynamical amplitudes, which
are quantitatively expressed through the b factors measured in X-ray experiments. We have found indeed a
strongly significant inverse correlation between the b factors and the EC or the PE. This relationship is stronger
for the EC than for the PE, although the difference is
only marginal. In this way, the EC allows to easily estimate the magnitude of the displacements in the native
state, in a way that is closely related to the elastic network model.23
Third, the EC can be applied to studies of structure
evolution. We have shown that the EC is evolutionary
conserved and that it can be used to compare related
protein structures, suggesting its use for protein structure
alignment. We exploited this interesting possibility in the
new structure alignment program SABERTOOTH.10
Fourth and last, the EC has interesting applications for
analyzing the modular structure of a protein. For homogeneous structures with a similar number of contacts at
all buried positions, we expect that the PE is almost constant, so that Lhv(1)i2  1 minus a term proportional to
the surface to volume ratio L21/3, and the contribution
of the PE to the EC profile, w1(L) ! Lhv(1)i2/(L–L1), is
close to one even for large a. In contrast, for modular
structures the PE is almost zero outside the main domain, so that Lhv(1)i2 is small. Therefore, the contribution to the EC profile of eigenvectors other than the PE,
1 2 w1(L), is a useful measure to identify proteins that
contain internal modules such as domains. We have
called this quantity modularity. This quantity was tested
using the algorithm PDP to define the domains. We
found a strong correlation, r 5 0.62, between modularity
and number of domains defined through PDP. Only part
of this correlation can be attributed to the effect of chain
length, which correlates both with modularity and the
number of domains. The partial correlation between
modularity and the number of domains at fixed chain
length is in fact strongly significant, r 5 0.34, which
means that our modularity measure indeed captures
some properties of the internal modularity of proteins.
We are currently developing a domain parsing algorithm
based on this information, plus the requirement that residues belonging to the same domain should be as much
as possible continuous along the sequence.
Summarizing, we have introduced here a network theoretical profile that allows to represent a protein structure as a vector. We would like to emphasize that this
profile is not restricted to contact matrices of protein
structures, but it can be associated to any graph. In the
context of proteins, the EC profile expresses in a very
simple mathematical form the structure to sequence relationship, it allows to predict the distribution of amino
acids at each site in the family of proteins sharing the
same native structure, it allows to represent a mean-field
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model of protein evolution, it is related to the dynamic
amplitude in the native state ensemble, and it can represent in a very natural way the modular structure of the
protein, suggesting several interesting bioinformatics
applications.
METHODS
Contact model of folding stability

Here we adopt a simple model of folding free energy
based on contact interactions,
EðC; AÞ ¼

X

Cij U ðAi ; Aj Þ :

ð14Þ

i<j

Here Cij is the contact matrix, whose elements are one if
two heavy atoms belonging to residues i and j are closer
than 4.5 Å in the native structure and zero otherwise. We
also set Cij 5 0 for pairs |i 2 j| < 4 to avoid trivial short
range contacts. The contact interaction matrix U(a,b) is a
twenty times twenty symmetric matrix. We use the parameters determined in Ref. 27.
The folding free energy allows to estimate the stability
with respect to the unfolded state. Stability of the native
state with respect to compact, wrongly folded configurations can be estimated through the normalized energy
gap a, defined as the minimum ratio between the free
energy difference between the native state and any other
state and their structural divergence,
aðCnat ; AÞ ¼ min
C

EðC; AÞ  EðCnat ; AÞ
;
jEðCnat ; AÞjð1  qðC; Cnat ÞÞ

ð15Þ

where the contact overlap q(C, C0 ) is a normalized similarity measure between two aligned contact matrices,
expressing their fraction of shared contacts
P

0
ij Cij Cij
qðC; C Þ ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P
P 0ﬃ :
ij Cij
ij Cij
0

ð16Þ

A large value of a guarantees that the native structure
has lower energy than all other alternative structures, and
that the low energy structures are related with the native,
in the sense that they have a large overlap q(C, Cnat).
There are two ways to compute the normalized energy
gap. The first one consists in sampling protein-like alternative structures, for instance by threading sequence A
without gaps (gapless threading) against a nonredundant
structure database from the Protein Data Bank. This
method is easy to implement but it has the drawback to
overestimate the energy gap for large proteins, for which
the sampling is very poor. The second method is based
on estimating the normalized energy gap through the
Random Energy Model,28,29 which yields
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aREM ðCnat ; AÞ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
NC hU iA  rU ;A 2NC logðmL Þ  EðCnat ; AÞ
¼
; ð17Þ
jEðCnat ; AÞjð1  q0 Þ

where NC is the number of native contacts, hUiA and
rU,A are the mean and standard deviation of the interaction energy for all possible contacts, native and nonnative, within sequence A, and mL is the number of independent contact matrices for a protein of length L, satisfying physical constraints of hard core repulsion,
hydrogen bonding and compactness, which we estimated
as log(mL)  0.1 3 L 1 4.22
This equation implies that constraining the normalized
energy gap at fixed native free energy is equivalent to
constraining the mean and mean square contact interactions.
A further simplification of the above model is given by
the hydrophobic approximation U(a,b)  eHh(a)h(b),
where h(a) is the principal eigenvector of the contact
interaction matrix. Within this approximation, the contact free energy can be approximated as
EðC; AÞ  eH

X

Cij hðAi ÞhðAj Þ;

ð18Þ

i<j

We used this approximation only for performing analytical calculations, whereas all simulations were performed with the full contact interaction model. In the
framework of the hydrophobic approximation, the
mean and P
mean square contact interactions are given by
2
hUi
5
 eH hh(Ai)i2 and hU2iA 5
ijU(Ai,Aj)/L
PA
2 2
 eH hh(Ai)2i2. Therefore, within the
ijU(Ai,Aj) /L
hydrophobic approximation, constraining the normalized
energy gap for fixed native free energy can be achieved
by constraining the mean and mean square hydrophobicities hhi and hh2i.
SCN model

The structurally constrained neutral (SCN) model of
protein evolution17,18 simulates the evolution of a protein coding gene in the limit of small mutation frequency, Ml  1, where l is the mutation rate per gene
and generation and M is the population size. In this
limit, at most one mutant allele arises at each generation,
and we can simulate just one protein at each step of the
model. In the spirit of Kimura’s neutral evolution
theory,30,31 we consider a binary fitness function, F 5 1
(viable) if the folding properties of the mutant protein
are above predefined thresholds and F 5 0 (lethal) if
they are below threshold. Viable mutations are fixed in
the population (substitution), whereas lethal mutations
are eliminated.
Synonymous mutations are always considered viable
and mutations to stop codons are considered lethal. To
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compute the fitness of missense mutations, we estimate
the folding free energy and the normalized energy gap
for the mutated amino acid sequence (see above). The
threshold values are chosen equal to 98% of the value of
the energy and the normalized energy gap for the
sequence of the target structure in the PDB, A0, which
is the starting point of the simulation: Ethr 5
0.98 E(Cnat, A0) < 0, athr 5 0.98 a(Cnat, A0) > 0. A viable sequence must have E(Cnat, A) < Ethr and a(Cnat ; A)
> athr , so that they may be only marginally less stable
than the PDB sequence.
Mutation is simulated at the nucleotide level. At each
step of the simulated evolutionary process, one nucleotide is mutated at random with probabilities given by the
HKY mutation matrix Plnuc(n,n0 ).32,33 This matrix
obeys detailed balance with respect to the stationary frequencies
f(n), where n is one of the four nucleotides,
P
nuc
0
0
f(n)P
n
l (n,n ) 5 f(n ). The four stationary frequencies f(n) are the only parameters of the mutation matrix
that influence the stationary amino acid frequencies in
the absence of selection, f(a), i.e., the amino acid frequencies under mutation alone. They can be expressed as
the sum of the stationary frequencies of all the codons
coding for amino acid a,
f ðaÞ ¼

X

dða; A½n1 n2 n3 Þ/ðn1 Þ/ðn2 Þ/ðn3 Þ ;

ð19Þ

n1 n2 n3

where n1n2n3 are the three nucleotides forming the
codon, A½n1 n2 n3  is the amino acid coded by codon
n1n2n3, the Kronecker’s delta selects codons coding for
amino acid a, and f(n) is the stationary frequency of nucleotide n in the HKY model.
Furthermore, we only simulated mutation matrices satisfying the condition f(A) 5 f(T) and f(C) 5 f(G),
which is called Chargaff 2nd parity rule.34 Therefore, the
mutation matrices that we used can be represented using
just one parameter, the combined A plus T content in
the absence of selection, f(A) 1 f(T).
For consistency with our previous work, we simulated
the mutation process using HKY mutation matrices that
take into account that transitions (A to G or T to C and
reverse) are more likely than transversions (all other
kinds of nucleotide mutations), adopting rates Plnuc(n,n0 )
5 lkf(n0 ) if the mutation from n to n0 is a transition
and Plnuc(n,n0 ) 5 lf(n0 ) if it is a transversion, with k 5 2
representing the transition to transversion ratio. We verified
in our previous work that this parameter does not modify
significantly the stationary amino acid distributions
observed in simulated protein evolution, which agree very
well with our analytic formula, Eq. (21).
Evolutionary average HP

We analytically compute the evolutionary average HP
in two steps:

1. We compute the HP corresponding to the optimally
stable sequence. For doing this, we adopt the hydrophobic approximation, Eq. (18), and the continuous
approximation, neglecting that h(Ai) can assume only
twenty
values, and we maximize the quadratic form
P
C
h
h
on mean and
ij ij i j subject to two constraints
P
P
mean squared hydrophobicity,
h
/L
5
hhi and
i i
i
hi2/L 5 hh2i. Within these approximations, the normalized optimal HP, hiopt/hhi, belongs to the GEC
family defined in this article, with parameter BHP 5
hh2i/hhi2. We further assume that, among all profiles
of the GEC family, the optimal HP is almost parallel
to the EC for most values of BHP realized in protein
evolution, hiopt/hhi ! ci.
2. We decompose the HP of a generic protein sequence
into two vectors, one parallel and one perpendicular
P to the optimal HP ci: h(Ai) 5 g(A)ci 1 bi, with
ibici 5 0. The evolutionary average of the HP, denoted through square brackets, is [h(Ai)] 5 [g(A)]ci 1
[bi]. We may assume that the evolutionary average of
the perpendicular vector, [bi], does not depend on the
site. However, to impose the condition that [bi] is perpendicular to ci, we have to subtract from this constant vector a vector proportional to the ci, leading to
the ansatz [bi] ! (1 2 hcici/hc2i). Summing the
vector produced through this ansatz with the parallel
vector [g(A)] ci, we see that the evolutionary average
of the HP has correlation coefficient equal to one
with the EC, or



 
: ½hðAi Þ ¼ ½hðAi Þ þ H ci  c ;

ð20Þ

where H represents the ratio between the standard
deviation of the average HP components and the
standard deviation of the EC components, and it is
evaluated here using a maximum likelihood approach.

Likelihood calculations

We predict the site-specific amino acid distribution at
each protein site i generated through the simulation of
the evolutionary process using the following system of
equations
pðajci Þ ¼ P
X

f ðaÞ expðbðci ÞhðaÞÞ
;
0
0
a0 f ða Þ expðbðci Þhða ÞÞ




 
hðaÞpðajci Þ ¼ ½hðAi Þ þ H ci  c :

ð21Þ

ð22Þ

a

Here, the EC profile ci structurally characterizes site i, the
hydropathy scale h(a) is obtained from the main eigenvector of the contact interaction matrix U(a,b) used in
the simulation (it is the eigenvector corresponding to the
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most negative eigenvalue), the selection coefficient b(ci)
has to be determined imposing that the mean value of
the distribution p is equal to the prediction based on the
EC profile, the parameter h[h(Ai)]i is determined by
averaging the hydrophobicity profile h(Ai) over the evolutionary trajectory (square brackets) and over all sites
(angular brackets), and the mutation frequencies f(a) can
be analytically computed through Eq. (19) from the parameters of the mutation model used in the simulation.
In the above equation, the only free parameter is the
hydrophobicity parameter H. We choose the value of this
parameter by maximizing the sum of the log-likelihoods
of the observed distributions given the predicted ones.
For making the computation numerically feasible, we
assume that distributions at different sites i are independent, and that the likelihood to observe ni(a) residues
of type a at site i, given that the true probability is pi(a),
is given by a multinomial model
Pðfni ðaÞgÞ ¼ Ni !

Y ½pi ðaÞni ðaÞ
ni ðaÞ!

a

ð23Þ

P
(here, Ni : a Ni(a) is the number of aligned sequences observed at site i). The log-likelihood at site i is then
given by
Li ¼ logðNi !Þ 

X

logðni ðaÞ!Þ þ

a

X

ni ðaÞ logð f ðaÞÞ

a

 Ni bðci ; HÞ½hi obs  Ni logðZðci ; HÞÞ ;

ð24Þ

where [hi]obs is the observed site-specific mean hydrophobicity, which can be reliably estimated even for a
small number of protein sequences as
P
½hi obs 

a

hðaÞni ðaÞ
:
Ni

ð25Þ

The normalization factor Z(ci, H) is given by
Zðci ; HÞ ¼

X

f ðaÞ expðbðci ; HÞhðaÞÞ

ð26Þ

P
: a[h(a)]2 pi(a). Inserting the above expression in the
partial derivative of the log-likelihood with respect to H,
we find


 
ci  c
½
h


½
h

X
i
i


obs
pred
@
i Li
 

¼ ½hobs
Ni
:
@H
hi2 pred  ½hi 2pred
i
P



ð28Þ
This expression can be computed numerically in order to
maximize the total likelihood as a function of H through
a gradient based method.
Structure alignment and similarity scores

In this work, we use the Mammoth algorithm25 in
order to align protein structures. The algorithm calculates the percentage of superimposed residues, PSI, which
is the fraction of aligned residues of the two structures
that lie within a 4 Å threshold after optimal rigid body
superimposition. Mammoth returns a measure of significance of the alignment, here called the Mammoth score,
which is minus the logarithm of the probability that an
alignment of unrelated proteins yields the measured PSI,
given the length of the shortest protein. This amounts to
normalizing the PSI in such a way that the Mammoth
score for unrelated protein pairs follows an extreme value
distribution almost independent of chain length.25 Mammoth scores above 4 suggest a biologically significant
structural relationship between two proteins.
The second structural similarity score is the contact
overlap, which can be calculated after structural alignment as the normalized number of common contacts
through Eq. (16). Unlike the Mammoth score, the contact overlap induces a distance measure D(C, C0 ) 5
12q(C, C0 ) that has the properties that D(C, C0 ) 0,
D(C, C) 5 0, D(C, C0 ) 5 D(C0 , C), and it fulfills the triangular inequality. However, it is more difficult to normalize this measure in such a way that the overlap of
unrelated structures does not depend on their length.
Since the average overlap decreases with chain length, we
define the overlap similarity score as

a

QðC0 ; CÞ ¼ qðC0 ; CÞ
To compute the partial derivative of the log-likelihood
with respect to the hydrophobicity parameter H, we have
to compute the partial derivative of the selection coefficient b with respect to H using Eq. (22) and the implicit
function theorem, finding


 
½hobs ci  c
@bðci ; HÞ
 ;
¼  
@H
 ½ hi  2
h2
i pred

ð27Þ

pred

where [hi]pred : h[h]obsi 1 H (ci 2 hci) is the predicted
site-specific average hydrophobicity, Eq. (22), and [h2i]pred
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pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
minðL; L0 Þ ;

ð29Þ

and verified that its average value for unrelated pairs is
almost independent of min(L, L0 ).
Last, we defined the EC similarity score as the correlation coefficient between the EC profiles of two aligned
proteins over their aligned positions. For a large number
of observations, i.e., large number of aligned sites Lali,
and for statistically independent
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ variables, the correlation
coefficient multiplied by Lali tends to a normal variable,
i.e., a Gaussian variable with mean zero and standard
deviation one. Therefore, we define the significance of
the EC score through

Effective Connectivity Profile

P
P
P
0
0
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
i ECaðiÞ ECbðiÞ 
i ECaðiÞ
i ECbðiÞ =Lali
rðEC; EC Þ ¼ Lali rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hP
ihP
i
P
2
P
2
2
2
i ðECaðiÞ Þ 
i ECaðiÞ =Lali
i ðECbðiÞ Þ 
i ECbðiÞ =Lali
0

where i labels positions in the alignment excluding the
initial and final gap, whose number is Lali, a(i) denotes
the site in protein a at the i-th position of the alignment,
and the EC at gap positions is set to zero.
Protein sets

We simulated eight proteins with the SCN model.
Four of these proteins are multidomain, with PDB codes
1pda (296 residues), 1fnb (296 residues), 8atc, chain A
(310 residues) and 9wga, chain A (171 residues). Two of
them are small single-domain proteins, with PDB codes
1opd (85 residues) and 3lzt (lysozyme, 129 residues).
Two are classified as single-domain proteins, but have internal modularity, with PDB codes 1aqt (ATP synthase
epsilon chain, gene atpe, which is a 135 residues beta
structure with attached two-helix bundle), and 1a6g
(myoglobin, 151 residues, where the cavity of the heme
group, which we do not represent in the structural model
used to simulate protein evolution, divides the protein in
two parts).
As a large database for statistical analysis, we used the
nonredundant set NR50 of PDB entries having less than
50% pairwise identity, which was downloaded from the
PDB web site. From this set we excluded structures
solved through NMR spectroscopy, whose contact matrices have slightly different properties from X-ray structures,27 and structures that are not globular. This last
condition was imposed through the following empirical
inequalities
 0:7 


Ncont 
 4:00  8:07L1=3  0:8
L

ð31Þ

In this way, we selected 7465 protein structures for statistical analysis.
For the analysis of EC conservation, we used the database ASTRAL40,35 containing protein domains parsed
and classfied in the SCOP database and having less than
40% sequence identity. From this database, we constructed all pairs of evolutionary related proteins in the
same SCOP superfamily, making a total of 56,450 protein
pairs.
Revised PE

The revised PE9 is computed starting from the contact
matrix Cij through the following steps:
1. The contact matrix is modified by setting Cij0 5 e(L)
for residues i and j that are not in contact. The length

ð30Þ

dependent parameter e(L) is calculated as e(L) 5
min{0.01, 0.02/[log(L)22]}.
2. The principal eigenvector yi of the modified contact
matrix is obtained.
3. The components yi are transformed nonlinearly as
ci0 ¼ G1 ðyi Þ, see Ref. 9, and afterwards normalized so
that the mean over the structure is 1.
The functional form of e(L), the transformation
G1 ðyÞ, and the values of the parameters were determined by imposing two conditions: (i) The revised PE
should coincide with the original PE for small single-domain structures, and (ii) the site-specific amino acid distributions based on the revised PE should fit well the
amino acid distributions obtained from a large nonredundant subset of the PDB containing both single- and
multi-domain folds.9
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